PEOPLE'S RALLY - AGRICULTURE MEETING

JULY 4, 1978

THE NEW SYSTEM OF TROKIA WAS EXPLAINED DOWN THRU ALL THE INDIVIDUAL
DEPTS WAS EXPLAINED.

THERE WAS NO AGRICULTURE PART PARTLY DUE TO THE FACT THAT NOW THE NEW
SYSTEM IS UNDER WAY DAD FEELS THAT THE REPORTS SHOULD START CHANGING
AND THAT THEY WILL BE MORE TO WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING.

HE DID MAKE MENTION THAT POULTRY SHOULD BE TURNED INTO A MAJOR AREA
OF THE FARM AND ANYTHING THAT COULD BE THOUGHT OF TO STEP UP THE
PACE SHOULD BE TURNED IN AND CONSIDERED. ROB NEEDS MORE BLOGS AND
THE CHIPPER TO MAKE CHIPS FOR THE CHICKEN HEALTH FACTOR. THE CHIPPER
WILL BE IN ON THE ALBATROSS AND DAD SAID TO PUT THE BLOGS HIGH ON THE
PRIORITY LIST.

JAN MENTIONED THAT THE CUBAN BLACK BEANS ARE JUST ABOUT READY FOR
HARVEST AND THAT PICKING WILL START IN THE NEXT DAY OR SO. THE GRAIN
DRYER IS BEING PUT TOGETHER BY ALBERT T. SHOULD BE READY TO GO BY THE
TIME JAN NEEDS IT. THAT IS WHAT THEY ARE HOPING FOR. NO PLANS ON HOW
TO BUILD THE DRYER, BUT THEY THINK ALL THE PARTS ARE THERE.

DAD SAID ALL SUPERVISORS MUST KNOW TO THE MINUTE WHERE ALL THEIR PEOPLE
ARE. ANYONE THAT HAS TO HAVE A MEDICAL EXCUSE TO BE OFF OF WORK WILL
HAVE TO SPEND THE TIME IN SICU OR NURSING CENTER. THEY MUST REST WITH
THF TAKEN EVERY 15 MIN UNTIL ONLY HIGH ELEVATED FEVERS WILL GET PEOPLE
OFF FROM WORK. IF FOR SOME REASON YOU FEEL YOU CAN'T DO YOUR JOB
THEN YOU WILL BE ASSIGNED TO ANOTHER (MORE TO THE KIND THAT YOU DON'T
WANT).

TOWER - MUGGS CAGE IS TO MAKE SURE THAT THEY HAVE TOTAL VEIN POINTS
AT ALL TIMES.

CHILDREN ARE TO BE TAUGHT IN CLASSES ABOUT THE DANGER OF BEING AROUND
THE BACKHOE, THE CATERPILLERS, TRACORS. STEVEN TOLD ABOUT HOW
PEOPLE WILL STAND IN THE WAY OR JUST KEEP SITTING BY THE SIDE OF THE
ROAD WHEN THEY SEE ONE OF THE EQUIP COMING, OR HOW THEY WILL RUN AND
WALK ALONG SIDE OF IT OR EVEN HOLD ONTO THE CABLE PULLING THE LOADS

DAD SAID 120 MORE ARE WANTING TO COME AND HE WANTS TO KNOW WHO THEY
ARE WHERE THEY HAVE BEEN KEEPING THEMSELVES, WHAT THEY HAVE BEEN.
DOING WITH THEIR MONEY AND MAYBE EVEN STAND OUT ON A CORNER WITH A CUP FOR A WHILE, BEFORE THEY COME.
LIVESTOCK & AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION

and Peoples Rally
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Chairperson: Jack Barron
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1) Garden Report -- James Simpson & Shirley Smith
2) Agronomy -- Russell Moten
3) Livestock and Piggery -- Guy Mitchell
4) Poultry -- Rob Gieg
5) Small Animals -- Chris Talley
6) Nursery and Citrus -- Gene Chaikin
7) INTENSIVE FARMING --SPECIAL REPORT
8) Senior Gardens -- Selika Bordenave
9) Insecticide Control -- Earnestine Blaire
10) Farm Labor -- A report by Toi Fonzelle
11) SENIORS TO HELP WITH THE BRICKS--Jack Barron

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM ANALYSTS:
**Monday morning will be the crew agricultural meeting-- Russell will have a special report for you on beetles.

**Monday morning right after the crew meeting, a group comprised of JACK BARRON, JACK BEAM, JIM SIMPSON, GUY MITCHELL AND GENE CHAIKIN are to go down to piggery to pick 20 acre site for new vegetable garden.

FOLLOWUP
A) What has happened to putting the grain dryer up --where are rest of parts?
B) Back knives are still dribbling in. SECURITY WILL PLACE ANY FOUND WITH THESE KNIVES AND NOT CLEARED BY DAD IMMEDIATELY ON PUBLIC SERVICES. Turn the knives in to Tish NOW...and if you are cleared you will be notified. She has told none they were cleared. She will give you a note in writing if you are cleared to keep your knife.
C) Does Gene and Russell have their class started?

Reminder: Dad said publicly wants to discuss new management ideas.